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The phenomenon of displacement in contemporary society and its
manifestation in contemporary visual art

Abstract

A loss of home … involves a loss of identity. It is an uprooted-ness
that leaves one without parameters and guideposts.
(Schmidt 1980:338)

Physical displacement, due to globalization, political conflicts, natural disasters,

wars, pandemics, diasporas, and various other factors, is more prevalent than

ever. Estimates are that at the end of 2009, 15 million people are considered

refugees1, 26 million people are internally displaced2, and 10 million people are

forcibly displaced by development projects each year3.

This study investigates the nature of the phenomenon of displacement, its effects

on the individual and collective consciousness and how this is reflected in the

works of contemporary visual artists. The study focused on the interrelationship

of three identified key concepts, namely: Memory, Land and Home, and Identity.

After examining the effects of displacement within each of these concepts, the

specific and unique links between the concepts are deductively mapped out,

indicating that if a loss occurs within one of these concepts, it leads to a loss in

the other concepts.

It is argued that the nature of contemporary society has propelled displacement

into an experience with new dimensions. As virtual reality displaces real space,

and speed destroys space and erases temporal distance, the loss of Land and

Home experienced in contemporary displacement is a loss of the physicality of

place. The erosion of “the concept of place” as it has been known to humankind

has a ripple effect on the concepts of Memory and Identity. The contemporary

individual becomes displaced from the self and displacement becomes a way of

being, a state of mind, a Zeitgeist.

1 According to the United Nations High Commissioner of Refugees Report of 2009
(http://www.unhcr.org/publ/PUBL/4444d3cc11.html)

2 i.e. people who had to flee their homes due to political or other conflicts, but are currently still in their home country
3 According to the World Bank (ibid)

The exhibition Displacement is presented in
partial ful®lment of a Masters in Visual Art
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[I]t would appear, almost by definition, that to “be” in the postmodern
sense is somehow to be an Other: displaced. (Bammer 1994:xii).

The manifestation of the phenomenon of displacement in contemporary visual

art was investigated by comparing the works of two artists, namely Rachel

Whiteread and Cornelia Parker. Although using different techniques and

processes, both artists refer to concepts of absence, loss, time, memory, land

and home and identity.

Parker uses found objects that she collects from sites of displacement, referring

to the original site in the absence thereof while Whiteread makes absence and

loss visible by solidifying the negative spaces of objects through her technique

of casting. Parker’s displacement of matter is a metaphor for the displacement

of people. Whiteread’s works, especially Untitled (HOUSE) (1993), is a direct

reference to the loss of a home and displacement.

The research was contextualised by using a site situated near the town

Carletonville, Gauteng, colloquially known as “Bank”. In the early seventies, the

residents of the town (technically proclaimed “West Wits”) lost their homes due

to the risk of sinkholes caused by mining activities in the area. The research

included the documentation of the traces and remnants of the buildings on the

site and the collection of weathered objects discarded or left at the site.

The artworks explore displacement in terms of the relationship and contrasts

between official and personal memory processes, the loss of a home, temporality

and the erosion of identity. Techniques and processes such as photography,

printing, Cyanotype blueprints, sand casting, and embossing were employed to

enhance notions of documentation, evidence and the tracing of absence.

Opposite page: Re-collection IV (detail) (2009).
Cyanotype print, pen on Fabriano paper. 300 X 210mm
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Displacement

Artist’s Statement

The exhibition Displacement was contextualised within a specific site, namely the

township near Carletonville in Gauteng colloquially known as “Bank” (technically

proclaimed as “Wes Wits”). As a site of displacement, Bank was used as the

source for all the artworks on the exhibition.

The residents of Bank lost their homes in the 1970’s due to the risk of sinkholes

caused by mining activities in the area1. All the houses and buildings in the

township were evacuated and eventually demolished. The sinkholes were a result

of human intervention causing what then could be seen as “natural”.

The research on the site of Bank included the documentation of the foundations,

traces and remnants of the buildings and the collection of weathered objects

which were left behind or discarded. Interviews were conducted with former

residents and official documents were sourced.

In the exhibition Displacement, documenting was used as an art-making

process because it resonates with the process of recording a history of a site of

displacement. To document a site of displacement is to search for displacement

clues, almost like a forensic investigator. The quest is to reconstruct some kind of

narrative in order to answer questions like the how and why of displacement, but

eventually to understand the psychological processes inherent in displacement

as a phenomenon.

1 Sinkholes are caused by extensive mining activities. When mines, like the gold mines in the Carletonville district,
remove vast areas of underground water by pumping, the water table is lowered and the Dolomite rock formation is
then eroded. Several incidents of sinkholes causing lost of lives occurred in the Carletonville area, notably the overnight
disappearance of the house of the Oosthuizen family on 3 August 1964, burying the family and their domestic worker
alive. This incident in the vicinity of Bank must still have been vivid in the collective consciousness at the time of the
Bank evacuation.

The clues found at a site of displacement are never whole/pristine or

encompassing, but are always in the form of a trace (partly because of the

time lapse between the event of displacement and the time of investigation).

Traces reveal only a section of the narrative, and leave us with more unanswered

questions/openings/negative spaces than conclusions.

Found objects collected at sites of displacement are, in themselves, the

documents of a life lived at a specific site. They are traces of displacement.

Moreover, the objects found at the Bank site carried traces of the time-lapse

between the event and the investigation: changes caused by rain, wind, dust

and the chemical processes of rust. Examples of these are rusted items, broken

porcelain fragments and shards, and wind-torn items. The trace-like qualities of

erasure and elusiveness inherent in these objects are a metaphor for the imperfect

memory processes linked with trauma prevalent during displacement.

Photography has been used as a documenting device in the Inventory tables
series. Photographs of the site, Bank and the actual found objects are juxtaposed

in a floating museum-like display alluding to evidence of an archaeological

investigation.

The Cyanotype or blueprint method of documenting was discovered in the early

1800’s and is considered to be one of the first photographic techniques. It uses a

chemical process to render a surface light sensitive. The objects found at the Bank

site have been recorded by placing them on the light-sensitive surface followed

by an exposure to direct sunlight, leaving a white trace of the object surrounded

by a strong Prussian blue background. During the art-making process, the

chemical processes of weathering and decay that the objects were subjected to

on site, progressed into a chemical process of capturing data through rendering

the negative space of the object. The resulting images allude to absence rather

than presence.
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Video footage of the Bank site as well as old photographs of Bank, have been

transformed into the video, titled Re-locate. The video Remind, is a stop-frame

animation of Cyanotype prints of found objects and chalk drawings. Both videos

allude to memory processes, remembering and forgetting. They use similar

sound tracks which serve as a binding factor: that of highlighting two layers of

the same content.

The Timeline series progresses from realistic time segments to progressively

more abstract and ephemeral time fragments, referring to a progression of

memory loss caused by the erosion of temporality prevalent in contemporary

displacement. In Timeline I, photographs documented at Bank have been

transformed and segmented into slices of events. In Timeline II objects found at

the sight have been documented with the Cyanotype blueprint process, leaving

behind the negative spaces of the objects. In Timeline III, the found objects have

been drawn on the grey gallery wall with white markers. As a drawing on a gallery

wall which will be destroyed after the exhibition, Timeline III is the most transient

of the three.

TheEpitaphseriesexploresdisplacement in termsof the relationshipandcontrasts

between official and personal memory processes, the loss of a home and the

resulting temporality and erosion of identity. The series could also be described

as lamenting the loss of the physicality of place and an attempt to commemorate

it. Techniques and processes such as scanning of objects, Cyanotype blueprints,

sand casting, and drawing with carbon paper were employed to enhance notions

of documentation, evidence and the tracing of absence.

The art-making processes for the Displacement exhibition can be described as a

repetitive seeking (almost like the repetitive flashbacks of trauma survivors), of

ways to record and manifest displacement visually. This quest is attempted with

the assistance of mere traces/questions/openings/negative spaces as evidence.

Opposite page: Retrieve (detail) (2009). Cyanotype print, soft pastel, 420 X 600mm.
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art works

Re-collection V (2010). Cyanotype print, gouache paint.
300 X 210mm
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inventory tables

Inventory table I – III (2010). Installation, Perspex,
photographs, found objects, sizes variable.
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Timeline I (2009). Digital print on fine art paper,
240 X 2600 mm.

Timeline II (2010). Cyanotype prints, gouache, pen, jik
on Fabriano paper, 350 X 6900 mm.

Interruption (2009). Cyanotype prints, pen on
Fabriano paper, 450 X 500 mm.

Timeline III (2010) detail. Pen on wall,
size variable.

timeline series
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Re-trospect (2009).
Digital print, soft pastel,
gouache on Arches 300gsm
paper, found objects,
2100 X 600 X 300 mm.

Re-surface (2010).
Cyanotype print, pen,
gouache on Arches 300gsm
paper, Perspex, carbon paper,
2100 X 600 X 300 mm.

Re-trace (2010).
Digital print, plaster of paris,
carbon paper drawings on
Arches 300gsm paper, sand
cast, 2100 X 600 X 300 mm.

epitaph series
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memory boxes

Lest-I-forget-series: Memory boxes I – IV (2006). Objects found at demolished town Bank,
gouache paintings, scanned prints, carbon paper drawings, rubbings, hand embossing.
1500mm X 410mm framed.

Details of Memory Boxes (2006). Found objects, gouache painting, scanned prints,
rubbings, hand embossing on Fabriano paper, 1500mm X 410mm framed.
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re-collection series

Re-collection I – IV (2009). Cyanotype prints, gouache paint,
pen, 300 X 210 mm.

Re-collection V – VIII (2009). Cyanotype prints, gouache
paint, pen, 300 X 210 mm.
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videos

Re-locate (2010). Video stills, 2,45min.

Remind (2010). Video stills, 2,35 min.
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installation

Untitled (2010). Video installation, soil from Bank,
dimensions variable.
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